Trusted Leaders Endorse Dwight Bain as a Communicator
“Dwight Bain is a frequent guest on our national New Life radio program, which reaches over a
million people each day. Dwight gives good, practical advice on every topic that we cover. His
responses are insightful and our listeners appreciate his enthusiasm.” –Paul Meier, MD, Cofounder of New Life Clinics
“Dwight Bain is one of the most effective and creative communicators in the country! His
presentations are always a delight…insightful, practical and powerful.” –Steve Brown, Author,
Host of Key Life Radio Network
“I have found Dwight to be one of the most effective presenters and motivational speakers I’ve
encountered in my 15 years at Florida Hospital. His good sense of humor keeps the audience
captivated.” –Roy Lukman, PhD, Florida Hospital, Family Practice Residency Director
“I have the joy of speaking all around the country with top-flight speakers and Dwight Bain is one of
the best. He brings a wealth of talent to the platform including years as a seasoned counselor, great
wit, humor, and practical information on strengthening relationships. I can’t recommend Dwight
highly enough. You won’t be disappointed!” –Gary Rosburg, PhD, President of America’s Family
Coaches
“Dwight Bain is skilled at motivating audiences. His insightful, humorous, yet practical
presentations are designed for maximum impact.” –Don Hawkins, Host, Life-Perspectives Radio
Network
“On and off stage, Dwight Bain bleeds enthusiasm and energy. He truly lives and believes what he
speaks, and his upbeat style and warmth with captivate an audience of any size.” –Brian Peterson,
Editor, New Man Magazine
“Dwight Bain’s enthusiasm for life, as well as personal and family wellness, is contagious. Every
time I speak with him or hear him speak, I seem to have more zeal for what I do.” –Ken Canfield,
PhD, President, National Center for Fathering
“If you’re looking for a speaker who communicates in an upbeat, vibrant humorous, life-enriching
way, call Dwight Bain. I’ve known him for over twenty years and I’ve seen how his warm, positive
presentation style can build up relationships and teams. I highly recommend him.” –John Trent,
PhD, Author, President of Encouraging Words
“Dwight is an effective communicator, combining a pleasing voice, humor, stories and truth into a
dynamic package. He has the ability to relate to people of all ages and genders. I’m delighted to
heartily encourage you to call on this gifted speaker. You’ll be glad you did!” –Dr. Jim Henry,
advisor to President Clinton and former President, Southern Baptist Convention
“I had the exciting privilege of sharing the stage with Dwight Bain as we co-presented a crisis
response training. I needed a helmet! He masterfully balanced creative use of stories, illustrations,
and humor with sound clinical strategies in a way that motivated and empowered those in
attendance toward both excellence and compassion.” –Bob VandePol, PhD, President, Crisis Care
Network

